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ABSTRACT

This dissertation shows the performance of adaptive waveforms when applied
to two radar applications. One application is automatic target recognition (ATR) and
the other application is range-Doppler ambiguity mitigation. The adaptive waveforms
are implemented via a feedback loop from receiver to transmitter, such that previous
radar measurements affect how the adaptive waveforms proceed.

For the ATR

application, adaptive transmitter can change the waveform’s temporal structure to
improve target recognition performance.

For range-Doppler ambiguity mitigation

application, adaptive transmitter can change the pulse repetition frequency (PRF) to
mitigate range and Doppler ambiguity.

In the ATR application, commercial

electromagnetic software is used to create high-fidelity aircraft target signatures.
Realistic waveform constraints are applied to show radar performance. The radar
equation is incorporated into the waveform design technique and template-based
classification is performed.

Translation invariant feature is used for inaccurately

known range scenario. The performance of adaptive waveforms is evaluated with not
only a monostatic radar, but also widely separated MIMO radar. In MIMO radar,
multiple transmit waveforms are used, but spectral leakage caused by constantmodulus constraint shows minimal interference effect.

In the range-Doppler

ambiguity mitigation application, particle-filter-based track-before-detect for a single
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target is extended to track and detect multiple low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) targets,
simultaneously. To mitigate ambiguity, multiple PRFs are used and improved PRF
selection technique is implemented via predicted entropy computation when both blind
and clutter zones are considered.
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CHAPTER 1 – INTRODUCTION

Cognitive radar [1] is a fully adaptive radar system that contains an adaptive
transmitter and receiver. The adaptive transmitter is implemented by a feedback loop
that delivers information about targets and the radar environment from receiver to
transmitter.

The delivered information and prior knowledge of target and radar

environment determines how the transmitter adapts its behavior.

The adaptive

receiver performs adaptive signal processing to mitigate interference signal, just as in
traditional adaptive radar. Thus, cognitive radar uses the adaptive transmitter and
receiver to achieve maximum cognition of the surrounding target and radar
environment from radar measurements.

The cognitive radar’s transmitter can

demonstrate several different adaptation behaviors. The first one is changing the
temporal structure of waveform for automatic target recognition (ATR). The second
one is selecting the best pulse repetition frequency (PRF) to mitigate range-Doppler
ambiguity. The third one is efficient beamsteering for searching and tracking targets.
The fourth one is waveform selection from a prescribed library for target tracking.
The fifth one is optimal weights search for subcarrier bin of the Orthogonal Frequency
Division Multiplexing (OFDM) signal. The sixth one is antenna scheduling and power
allocation for target tracking. A diagram of tradition radar and cognitive radar is
presented in Figure 1 .
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Figure 1: Diagram of traditional radar versus cognitive radar.

Several papers have been published to deal with cognitive radar.

In [2],

adaptive waveform design techniques are presented when all targets are defined as
known target impulse responses and interference contains only additive white
Gaussian noise (AWGN).

Target discrimination is enhanced with the adaptive

waveforms. In [3], all targets are statistically characterized by power spectral densities
to represent target aspect uncertainty in the target discrimination problem. In [4],
adaptive waveforms design techniques are presented when signal-dependent
interference is also considered. Target identification is applied to deterministic and
random targets. In [5], adaptive pulse repetition frequency (PRF) selection technique
is implemented via mutual-information to mitigate blind zone, clutter zone, and
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ambiguity issues on range-Doppler map. In [6], adaptive beamsteering is applied to
detection and tracking of targets. In [7], cognitive radar optimally selects transmission
waveforms from a prescribed library and shows superior tracking performance to
traditional radar. In [8], cognitive radar finds optimal weights for subcarrier bin of the
Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing signal to minimize estimation error of
tracking parameters. In [9], antenna scheduling and power allocation based on greedy
programming is proposed for cognitive radar in multi-target tracking scenario.
In this dissertation, we present two applications of cognitive radar. One is ATR
with one-dimensional range profiles (Chapter 2) and the other is range-Doppler
ambiguity mitigation (Chapter 4). We also present a particle-based track-before-detect
(TkBD) algorithm for multiple targets in Chapter 3. In ATR, the goal is to identify an
object from radar measurements. A complex man-made object has multiple scattering
points (for example, canopy and engine of an aircraft) that show strong reflections of
the radar waveform. Thus, when a wideband waveform is transmitted, backstattering
power from scatterers reveals different time delays and strengths at the radar receiver
depending on relative positions and reflectivity of scatterers, respectively. Thus, the
backscattering power can be recorded based on time delay and the resulting signal is
one-dimensional target signature called high-resolution range profile (HRRP) [10].
Different object aspect angles show different HRRP’s for the same target, so we are
able to not only identify the object, but also estimate its aspect angle based on HRRP.
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However, to perform stable ATR, three sensitivities need to be overcome. The three
sensitivities are target-aspect, time-shift, and amplitude-scale sensitivity [11]. Targetaspect sensitivity represents significant observed HRRP change with even small target
aspect change. Time-shift sensitivity represents a possible position shift of the HRRP
in range. Amplitude-scale sensitivity represents different amplitude scale of measured
HRRPs depending on distance to targets, antenna gain, and etc.

Target-aspect

sensitivity can be overcome by angular sector division and time-shift sensitivity is
handled by translation invariant features, such as Fourier transform magnitude [12].
Amplitude-scale sensitivity can be overcome by amplitude normalization [11].
Many papers have been published in the ATR area. In [12], radar target
recognition was performed with real radar target signatures of commercial aircraft.
Several techniques for preprocessing of the radar signature were presented, such as
noncoherent averaging, target normalization, and target alignment and localization
before processing classification. The result showed that the two commercial aircraft
(Boeing 727 and Boeing 737) were reliably identified. In [13], joint tracking and
recognition problem was considered with 1-D radar target signatures. Target
signatures were modeled as either deterministic or stochastic to form likelihood
functions. Different simulation scenarios were performed to test joint tracking and
target recognition scenario, showing general success. In [14], radar target recognition
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was considered when multiple perspectives were available. As the number of
perspectives increased, the target recognition performance improved.
In Chapter 2, we consider a monostatic radar performing ATR. High-fidelity
aircraft target signatures generated from commercial electromagnetic software (XFdtd
by Remcom) are used. The radar range equation is incorporated into waveform design
technique to show radar performance based on distance. Constant-modulus waveform
constraints are enforced and a template-based classification strategy is used. Targetaspect and time-shift sensitivities are considered. Preliminary results on ATR for a
multi-input, multi-output (MIMO) radar is also presented. For MIMO radar, two
radars observe a target from different perspectives, so performance improvement is
achieved.
Particle filtering [15] deals with problem of estimating the state of linear/nonlinear and Gaussian/non-Gaussian system. Particle filters use a set of particles and
corresponding weights to represent posterior distribution and have been shown to have
superior performance than traditional Kalman filter in non-linear and/or non-Gaussian
system.

Track-before-detect (TkBD) is a technique to search and initiate target

tracking with raw radar measurement. Target detection is subsequently performed
after accumulating raw radar measurement in the form of probability. Target detection
is declared once we have enough confidence. Track-before-detect was first combined
with particle filtering in [16 ][17]. Since then, many efforts have been made to further
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develop the particle-filter-based track-before-detect technique. Some of works for a
single target are presented in [18][19][20][21].

In Chapter 3, particle-filter-based

TkBD for single target is extended to multiple targets scenario and the performance of
multi-target TkBD is evaluated. The multi-target TkBD technique proposed here has
multiple advantages. The technique is not required to know the number of targets in
the scene in advance. The technique can handle low-SNR targets that traditional radar
generally misses.

The technique can jointly detect and track multiple targets

simultaneously. Lastly, any new appearing and disappearing target can be handled,
successfully.
Pulse-Doppler radar systems use a coherent train of pulses to achieve good
range and Doppler resolution as well as enough waveform energy to detect targets.
Periodic pulse trains allow efficient processing, but cause several issues such as blind
zones, range ambiguity, and velocity ambiguity [22]. A blind zone is a set of ranges
where the radar cannot detect targets because the radar receiver is off while
transmitting a waveform. Furthermore, when a target’s Doppler frequency is near an
integer multiple of the radar PRF, the target can be difficult to detect due to falling into
main-beam clutter.

Thus, the goal of range-Doppler ambiguity mitigation is to

identify true target locations when clutter zone, blind zone, and ambiguities exist. To
mitigate these issues, many techniques have been suggested.

In [5], a mutual-

information-based PRF selection technique is presented to minimize blind zone issue,
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clutter zone issue, and aliasing problem. In [5], every pixel is associated with a unique
probability of target presence and the probabilities are required to be updated with
every processing interval. Thus, computational load is high. In [22], PRF selection in
a track-before-detect (TkBD) context is shown for the single target scenario without
considering clutter effect.

In Chapter 4, we present a multi-target adaptive PRF

selection technique based on predicted post-measurement entropy computation when
blind zones, clutter zones, and ambiguities are all considered. In this technique, new
particle clusters are formed around a few significant-intensity pixels from each
processing interval, and only the target existence probabilities associated with clusters
must be updated for the PRF selection.
In Chapter 5, we will make conclusions and discuss future work.
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CHAPTER 2 – AUTOMATIC TARGET RECOGNITION

2.1 Automatic Target Recognition for Monostatic Radar

2.1.1 Problem Statement and Signal Model
A monostatic radar with matched illumination waveforms is considered for a
target classification scenario when interference is additive white Gaussian noise
(AWGN). The radar searches a wide area and finds a target. As the radar starts
tracking the target, the goal of the radar is to classify the target among M possible
target types.

The target is described by a continuum of target signatures along

elevation and azimuth angle. For the sake of simplicity, we consider fixed elevation
angle, but only allow rotation of azimuth angle. We define a radar waveform as s(t )
with time duration Ts . When a waveform is illuminated, the radar received signal y(t )
is defined as
y (t )  s (t ) * g (t )  n(t )

(2.1)

where g (t ) is the unknown target signature varying with azimuth angle, * is
convolution operator, and n(t ) is AWGN with power  n2 . The duration of the target
impulse response, g (t ) , is Tg . Thus, the time interval Ty of the radar received signal
is Ty  Ts  Tg . The system block diagram and signal path is shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2: Monostatic radar system block diagram.

In order to implement (2.1) as a computer simulation, discrete-time representation of
the baseband signal model is necessary.

In the discrete-time representation, the

waveform is defined as a length- Ls vector

s  [s(Tsa ) s(2Tsa )  s( LsTsa )]  [s(1) s(2)  s( Ls )]
the target signature is denoted by a length- Lg vector
g  [ g(Tsa ) g(2Tsa )  g( LgTsa )]  [ g(1) g(2)  g( Lg )]

the noise is represented by a length- Ly vector

n  [n(Tsa ) n(2Tsa )  n( LyTsa ))]  [n(1) n(2)  n( Ly )]
, and the received signal is defined as a length- Ly vector
y  [ y(Tsa ) y(2Tsa )  y( LyTsa )]  [ y(1) y(2)  y( Ly )]

where Tsa is sampling time interval, and the length Ly  Ls  Lg  1 .
discrete-time

representation

of

radar

received

signal

y(m)  s(m) * g (m)  n(m)

is

Then, the

defined

as
(2.2)
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where m 

t
~
. A signal convolution matrix S is defined as [23]
Tsa

0


0 
 s(1)
 s ( 2)
s(1)


0 





 
 



s(1)
0 
~  s( Ls ) s( Ls  1)
.
S
 0
s ( Ls )
s( Ls  1)  s(1) 


0
s ( Ls )
 s ( 2) 
 
 

0

 


0

0 s ( Ls ) 
 0

(2.3)

~
The signal convolution matrix S allows the implementation of convolution operator in
(2.1) via matrix multiplication. Then, we can define the discrete-time signal model as

~
y  Sg  n .

(2.4)

Since target signatures have aspect angle sensitivity, the target’s azimuth angle
is divided into N g uniformly sized angular sectors. A number of target signatures are
measured at different angles within each angular sector and the target signatures from
each sector are averaged to compute a mean-template. Each mean-template represents
a corresponding angular sector and the N g mean-templates of M targets are denoted
as g i (t ), i  1,..., N g ,...,MN g . The number N g determines the size of angular sectors.
Small angular sectors indicate that each mean-template has high correlation with the
target signatures within the sector. Thus, classification with small angular sectors
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generates accurate classification. However, the system complexity increases, because
each target/angular sector is assigned a probability in cognitive radar, and the sector
probabilities need to be updated at each transmission.

Thus, depending on the

system’s complexity and accuracy requirement, the size of angular sectors is
determined.

From existing track information (i.e. bearing and velocity), we can

narrow down the possible target aspect angle. We assume that the target aspect angle
is known to within tens of angular sectors. Each angular sector is treated as a separate
hypothesis, and the probabilities associated with hypotheses are updated at each
transmission. The probability density function (pdf) of the hypotheses needs to be
defined. Gaussian distribution is one option, but a multivariate normality test [24]
shows that the target signatures computed by XFdtd may not be well modeled by a
Gaussian distribution. Thus, in this work, we treat target signatures as constant
(deterministic model).

From (2.1), since the waveform and target signature are

deterministic, the only random quantity is noise. Since the noise is AWGN, the radar
received signal is Gaussian. The pdf of y under the i th target/sector hypothesis is
p(y | H i ) 

1
( )
2
n

N

1
exp( 2 (y  μ y ,i ) H (y  μ y ,i ))

n

(2.5)

~
where μ y ,i  Sgi is the mean of y given the i th target/sector hypothesis and () H is

the conjugate transpose operator. In cognitive radar, since the waveform changes at
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every transmission, the waveform-dependent mean signal μ y,i must be updated. The
above Gaussian pdf can be used when range between radar and target is known exactly
(radar and target both are stationary).
In practice, range between target and radar is varied because of movement of
either target, radar, or both. Thus, the exact range is not known. When unknown
range is considered, the position of true target signature can be shifted a few range
bins compared to mean-templates, resulting in shifting of radar received signal. This is
time shift sensitivity and will give incorrect evaluations of (2.5) that lead to poor target
recognition performance. Thus, it is necessary to use features that can produce good
target recognition performance regardless of the position of target signatures in range.
These features are called translation invariant features.
Magnitude of Fourier transform [12] is one of translation invariant features.
Time delay is converted to phase through Fourier transform and the phase information
is ignored by magnitude operator. Assuming Fourier transform magnitude of y is
| Y || F ( y ) | , | Y | is square root of two non-zero Gaussian data. The square root of

two non-zero Gaussian data has Rician pdf [25].

We also assume that

~
| μY ,i || F (Sgi ) || SGi | where S and Gi is Fourier transform of s and g i ,

respectively. From (2.1), since the waveform s(t ) is deterministic and target signature
g (t ) is treated as deterministic, each radar measurement is assumed to be independent
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because of uncorrelated, independent AWGN n(t ) . Since the Fourier transform is
linear operator, each component of | Y | are assumed to be independent. Thus, the
joint pdf is defined as multiplication of single pdf and according to [25]
Ly

p(| Y || H i )   p(| Y (m) || H i ) 
m 1

Ly


m 1

| Y ( m) |

 n2

where Yre ~ N (( μY ,i ) re ,

 n2
2

 1
  | Y (m) || Y ,i (m) | 
 (2.6)
exp 2 (| Y (m) |2  | Y ,i (m) |2 )I o 
 n2
 2 n
 

) , Yim ~ N (( μY ,i ) im ,

 n2
2

2
, I o ()
) , | Y ,i | ( μY ,i ) 2re  ( μY ,i ) im

is modified Bessel function of first kind and order 0, () re is real part of signal, and

()im is imaginary part of signal. The (2.6) is used when the radar has imperfect range
information between radar and target.

2.1.2 Target Model
We use commercial electromagnetic (EM) finite difference time domain
(FDTD) software (XFdtd, by Remcom) and publicly available 3D target CAD models
to collect target signatures. The software generates discrete time steps and computes
EM wave propagation along the steps by using Maxwell’s equations. Thus, the target
signatures generated by the software are high-fidelity. The setup to collect target
signatures is as follows. A 3D CAD target model is loaded into the software. A perfect
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electrical conductor (PEC) material is assigned to the target. A monostatic radar is
located in the far-field from the target. A fine, 3-D spatial grid is assigned to make
sure FDTD cell is small compared to the radar wavelength. A broadband waveform is
transmitted and reflected signal is collected.

The waveform transmission and

collection is repeated at many different aspect angles. At each aspect angle, the target
transfer function is calculated according to
G( f )  Y ( f ) / S ( f )

(2.7)

where G ( f ) , Y ( f ) , and S ( f ) are transfer function of target signature, received signal
spectrum, and waveform spectrum, respectively. The time-domain target impulse
response is computed from the inverse Fourier transform of the target transfer
function.
We place a monostatic radar at head-on in azimuth angle and 20˚ above the
target’s horizontal plane in elevation angle. We move the monostatic radar from headon (0˚) to broadside (90˚) in azimuth at 0.1˚ intervals to collect radar target signatures.
A broadband waveform with 5 GHz bandwidth is transmitted. Two examples of target
signatures computed by XFdtd software are shown in Figure 3 and Figure 4. The
head-on target signature of an A-10 aircraft is shown in Figure 3, and azimuth angle
30 ˚ target signature of F-15 aircraft is shown in Figure 4. The lengths of the scaled A10 and F-15 CAD models are 0.817 m and 1.597 m, respectively.
signatures have

The target
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Figure 3: Head-on target signature of A-10 aircraft.

Figure 4: Azimuth angle 30 ˚ target signature of F-15 aircraft.
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several peaks and each peak corresponds to the location of scatterer. The peaks and
corresponding location of scatterers are matched by arrows. In Figure 3, the first peak
corresponds to the canopy of the aircraft. The second peak represents landing-gear
housings and main wing tip. The third and fourth peaks correspond to engines and tail
of the plane, respectively. In Figure 4, the first and second peak corresponds to
canopy of the aircraft. The third peak is generated by intake ramp of the aircraft. The
fourth peak is caused by wing-tip and the fifth peak is from body of the aircraft. The
next two peaks are from vertical tail wings. The last peak is corresponds to exhaust
cavity of the aircraft.

Different location and radar cross section (RCS) of each

scatterer generates different impulse reflections in time delay and amplitudes,
respectively.

2.1.3 Radar Waveform Design
A matched-illumination waveform design technique based on information
theoretic approach was originally presented in [26]. The technique finds the waveform
that maximizes the mutual information between an ensemble of target signatures and
radar received signal. The waveform design technique is summarized below.
Let g (t ) be an ensemble of causal target impulse responses. The waveform is
assumed to have finite energy within time interval | t | Ts / 2 and concentrate most of
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the finite energy within frequency band | f | 1 /(2Tsa ) . Further assuming that g (t ) is a
Gaussian random process, the energy spectrum of the waveform that maximizes
mutual information between a Gaussian ensemble of target impulse responses and the
radar received signal can be expressed according to [26]
1


 n2T y  | f |
2Tsa
max0, A  2

| S ( f ) |2  
2

(
f
)
G


1

| f |
0

2Tsa

where

the

ensemble’s

spectral

variance

function

 G2 ( f )  E| G( f )  EG( f )| 2  and E  is expected operator.

is

(2.8)

denoted

as

The constant A is

computed according to
1


 n2Ty 
Ed   max0, A 
 df
2 G2 ( f ) 
1

2TSa
2TSa

(2.9)

where Ed is the waveform energy constraint. The above design technique is based on
a Gaussian target ensemble, but selecting among finite number of target hypotheses do
not form Gaussian ensemble. However, the above derivation is still intuitively valid
with new probability-weighted spectral variance function over multiple targets
according to [2]
MN g

MN g

 ( f )   Pi | Gi ( f ) |  |  Pi Gi ( f ) | 2
2
G

2

i 1

i 1

(2.10)
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where Pi is the probability that i th hypothesis is true hypothesis, Gi ( f ) is the target
transfer function of the i th mean template. The above spectral variance function (2.10)
is valid when both target type and angular sectors need to be classified.
If multiple mean templates from each target are used and only target type is
required to be classified, variance from each target also need to be subtracted from

 G2 ( f ) . The spectral variance function of (2.10) is plugged into (2.8) to compute
scaled inverse spectral variance function  n2Ty 2 G2 ( f ) . Then, waterfilling technique
[26] is performed by pouring energy into the scaled inverse spectral variance function
until the threshold A is met. The final waveform spectrum is upside-down of the area
under the threshold. In (2.8), since the optimum waveform spectrum only depends on
magnitude, phase is additional design variable that can be used to satisfy additional
waveform constraints, such as constant modulus. We will further discuss constant
modulus constraint in Section 2.1.4.
From (2.8), the scaled inverse spectral variance function depends on noise
power as well as signal power through spectral variance function. Thus, the optimum
waveform computed by (2.8) is SNR-dependent. For low SNR, the waveform
spectrum tends to put most of energy in one or two narrow frequency bands, but for
high SNR, the waveform spectrum is diversified and spreads energy over multiple
frequency bands. Because of this SNR dependence, we incorporate the monostatic
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radar range equation [27] into waveform design technique to model propagation loss.
The radar equation is

Pr 

PtGa22
 PtC  Pt eff
(4 )3 R4

(2.11)

where Pr is the power of radar received signal, Pt is the transmit power,  is radar
cross section, Ga is antenna gain,  is wavelength, R is the distance between radar
and target, C is a substitution variable, and  eff is the range-normalized effective
radar cross section. Since the strength of  eff depends on range, we can view the
propagation loss as incorporated into  eff , which affects spectral function in (2.10)
and accordingly waveform design.
The target template libraries are scaled such that the average magnitude level
of the target template transfer function is equal to the average square root of effective
radar cross section. In other words, scaling of target transfer function is defined as

  



G ( f )  C E   E  eff .

(2.12)

Then, the radar received signal is represented by

y (t ) 

 





Ga22
E  s(t  2 R / c)  n(t )  E  eff s(t  2 R / c)  n(t ) (2.13)
(4 ) 3 R 4
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where c is the speed of light. The radar range equation is incorporated into the signal
model in (2.13) and the signal model fits the form of (2.1). Thus, we can still use
mutual information waveform design technique.

2.1.4 Waveform Constraints
The waveform design technique above computes an optimized waveform
energy spectrum. One way to obtain the time domain waveform is to generate it from
inverse Fourier transform of the square root of (2.8). However, the resulted time
domain waveform generally has fluctuating amplitude (an example of waveform is
shown in Figure 10). Fluctuating amplitude waveform is not desired, because the radar
transmitter has peak power limitation. The high peak amplitude makes the radar
system run inefficiently. To prevent the high peak amplitude, we apply two additional
separate constraints. Each constraint forces radar waveform amplitude to run under
the peak amplitude limitation.

One is constant-modulus [28] and the other is

maximum modulus normalization [29] constraints.
The technique to compute a constant modulus signal from a prescribed Fourier
transform magnitude is based on phase reconstruction technique. The technique is
from [28] and summarized below. We denote the group of functions { v(t ) } with given
Fourier transform magnitude F ( ) over the frequency set  as D M . Outside of the
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frequency set is defined as  ' . Then, a magnitude projection operator PM is defined
to assign an arbitrary function o(t ) to nearest neighbor on D M . Let the Fourier
transform of o(t ) denote O() | O() | e j( ) . Then, the magnitude projection is
performed according to
 F ( )e j( ) ,
PM o(t )  
,
O( )


.
  '

(2.14)

We also define the set of functions { v(t ) } with positive constant amplitude A over
the time interval T as D A . Then, an amplitude projection operator PA is defined to
project an arbitrary function o(t ) to nearest point on D A . Let o(t ) represent a(t )e j (t ) .
Then the amplitude projection is represented by
 A e j ( t ) , t  T
.
PAo(t )  
o(t ), otherwise

(2.15)

The above magnitude and amplitude projection is combined to perform the projection,
iteratively according to

ok 1 (t )  PA PM ok (t )

(2.16)

where ok (t ) is the arbitrary function after k th iteration. After a number of iterations,
the arbitrary function o(t ) has exact constant amplitude, but approximately maintains
the given Fourier transform magnitude.
constraint will be shown in Section 2.1.6.1.

Sample waveforms of constant modulus
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The other constraint is maximum modulus normalization according to [29] and
summarized below. Maximum modulus normalization constraint scales the amplitude
of waveform such that the highest peak amplitude is equal to a maximum of
Am 

where Es is the waveform energy.

Es

( Ls Tsa )

(2.17)

The highest peak amplitude of waveform is

operated under peak power limitation. This constraint does not change the shape of
the signal, but since only scale the amplitude, the resulting signal has less energy than
before applying this constraint.

2.1.5 Decision Making Procedure and Bayes’ Theorem
The radar makes multiple transmissions. After each transmission, the pdf
according to (2.5) or (2.6) are formed depending on known or unknown range
scenario. Then, the posterior probabilities associated with the pdfs are computed to
update radar waveform. The likelihood based on i th hypothesis after k th transmission
is formed. The radar system makes a classification decision after a fixed number of
transmissions. At fixed number of iterations, the number of transmissions is predetermined. The likelihood depends on joint pdf of all received signals. If the received
signals on each transmission are statically independent, then the joint pdf can be
evaluated with multiplication of the pdf of received signals on every transmission.
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From (2.1), since the radar waveform and target signature are assumed to be
deterministic, and the AWGN is modeled as uncorrelated and independent, the radar
received signals are statistically independent. For example, given a target with g , the
~
~
first measurement is y1  S1g  n1 and the second measurement is y 2  S2 g  n2 .

~
~
Since n1 and n 2 are independent as well as S1g and S 2 g are deterministic, y1 and y 2
are independent. Thus, when known range is considered, we use Gaussian pdf of (2.5)
and the joint pdf of all received signals is expressed according to
  pi1 (y1 ) p i 2 (y 2 ) pik (y k )Pi

(2.18)

where pik (y k ) is the Gaussian pdf of k th transmission under the i th hypothesis, y k is
the received signal due to k th transmission, and Pi is prior probability under i th
hypothesis before any transmission. When unknown range scenario is considered, we
use Rician pdf of (2.6). Then, the pik (y k ) in (2.18) is substituted to pik (| Yk |) and

pik (| Yk |) is the Ricain pdf of k th transmission under the i th hypothesis. The final
decision in favor of hypothesis H i is made with highest likelihood after reaching the
fixed number of iterations.
After each transmission, the posterior probabilities associated with hypotheses
need to be computed by Bayes’ theorem to update radar waveforms. The hypothesis
probability after the k th transmission is
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p( H i | y k ) 

pi1 (y1 ) p i 2 (y 2 ) pik (y k ) Pi
p(y k )

(2.19)

where p( y k ) is a scaling factor to guarantee the sum of the p( H i | y k ) one.

2.1.6 Results
We implemented the theory above in a computer simulation. We deal with
monostatic radar target recognition scenario for five possible aircraft targets (F-15, F16, F-18, A-10, and Mig-29). We assume that the targets are a little below the
monostatic radar, so the elevation angle between the radar line of sight and horizontal
plane of target is assumed to be 20˚. Target geometry is shown in Figure 5. Target
signatures are generated at 0.1˚ increments azimuth angle from head-on to broadside
direction (90˚). Planes are assumed to be symmetric along azimuth angle from headon. Each uniform angular sector is assumed to be 1˚. Target signatures from each

Figure 5: Target geometry with F-18 aircraft.
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TABLE 2-1. TARGET LENGTH, CAD LENGTH, AND SCALING FACOR.
Targets

Actual length (m)

CAD length (m)

Scaling factor

F-15
F-16
F-18
A-10
Mig-29

19.43
15.06
18.31
16.26
17.37

1.597
1.445
0.933
0.817
1.949

10
10
20
20
10

uniform angular sector are averaged to compute mean-template.

From published

literature, we find the actual size of the targets and use approximate scaling factor to
adjust the sampling interval and bandwidth of the XFdtd target signatures to match to
the real target size. The actual target sizes, CAD lengths, and approximate scaling
factors are presented in Table 2-1. We assume that the monostatic radar detects a
target and starts tracking the target. Thus, from tracking information, we have enough
confidence to narrow down possible target angular sector. The number of possible
angular sector is assumed to be 30 (Azimuth angle uncertainty is 30˚). Each sector is
treated as hypothesis. Since we have 5 targets, we have 150 hypotheses. True target
type is randomly selected. We consider 300 target signatures from true target. Two
adjacent target signatures from true target are selected based on truncated Gaussian
distribution with mean 150. True target signature is generated from weighted average
of the two adjacent target signatures. We compare the performance of two waveforms.
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Figure 6: Automatic target recognition system block diagram.

The two waveforms are information-based (from Section 2.1.3) and wideband
waveforms.

The wideband waveform has waveform energy evenly spread out

throughout waveform bandwidth. The radar equation is incorporated into waveform
design to model propagation loss and determines radar performance based on range.
We perform a computer simulation of a radar target recognition scenario with known
range scenario as well as unknown range scenario. We model a S-band radar with
center frequency 2.5 GHz. Waveform bandwidth is 250 MHz and antenna gain is 30
dB. From public information, the average radar cross section of F-15, F-16, F-18, A10, and Mig-29 is 5, 2, 1, 5, and 7 m 2 , respectively. The overall target recognition
system block diagram is shown in Figure 6. The results are organized with 3 Sections.
In Section 2.1.6.1, we present waveform examples with and without the two waveform
constraints. In Section 2.1.6.2, target recognition performance is evaluated with and
without the two constraints under known range assumption. The performance is also
evaluated based on different range between radar and target. In Section 2.1.6.3, target
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recognition performance is presented with constant modulus constraint under unknown
range assumption.

2.1.6.1 Waveform Examples under Constraints
We apply the new waveform constraints from Section 2.1.4 to informationbased waveform. Figure 7 shows the complex constellation of the waveforms before
and after constant modulus constraint is applied when radar transmit power is 17.22
dBW.

Small circles represent unconstrained waveform, which is inverse Fourier

transform of square root of (2.8). Dots demonstrate constant modulus constrained
waveform after applying a number of projections according to (2.16). The

Figure 7: Complex constellation of unconstrained and constant modulus constrained waveform.
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Figure 8: Fourier transform magnitude of unconstrained waveform.

Figure 9: Fourier transform magnitude of constant modulus constrained waveform.
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Figure 10: The temporal structure of three mutual information based waveform.

unconstrained waveform has fluctuating amplitudes, but after constant modulus
constraint is applied, the waveform has constant amplitude. Figure 8 and Figure 9
show corresponding Fourier transform magnitude of unconstrained and constant
modulus constrained waveform, respectively.

The constant modulus constraint

maintains the two spectrum peaks, but loses heights and spreads waveform energy
over the waveform bandwidth. This leakage of waveform energy puts the waveform
energy less useful frequency bands for target recognition, possibly resulting in
performance degrade.

Figure 10 shows the temporal structure of three mutual

information based waveforms. Waveform with non-constant modulus constraint has
fluctuation amplitudes, but waveform with constant modulus constraint has constant
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modulus amplitude. Waveform with maximum modulus normalization constraint has
amplitude the same shape compared to the waveform with non-constant modulus
constraint, but the maximum amplitude is normalized to match to the constant
modulus waveform.

Thus, the waveform with maximum modulus normalization

constraint has less waveform energy than the other two waveforms.

2.1.6.2 Angle Uncertainty and Known Range
We consider target recognition scenario with angle uncertainty and known
range between radar and target. A decision is made after ten transmissions. For each
transmission, we generate new AWGN realization. We run 10,000 Monte Carlo

Figure 11: Error rates versus transmit power for fixed number of transmission.
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simulations and count the number of wrong decision to compute error rates. For each
Monte Carlo trial, we randomly generate new target aspect angle. We apply the new
waveform constraints to information-based waveform and compare the performance to
unconstrained and wideband waveform. The results are shown in Figure 11 when
target is 20 km away from radar. Information-based waveform with constant modulus
constraint performs about 3 dBW better than wideband waveform. Information-based
waveform with constant modulus constraint performs similarly compared to
unconstrained information-based waveform. The spectral leakage of constant modulus
constraint put waveform energy less important frequency bands, but maintaining a few
high spectral peaks sustains recognition performance. Thus, the spectral leakage does
not affect any significant impact on the target recognition performance of the radar
system. Information-based waveform with maximum modulus normalization performs
much worse than wideband waveform at high SNR, because the waveform operates,
inefficiently. Table 2-2 shows confusion matrix for information-based waveform with
TABLE 2-2. CONFUSION MATRIX FOR TARGET CLASSIFICATION
WHEN TRANSMIT POWER IS 13.33 dBW.

Mig29
F-15
F-16
F-18
A-10

Mig29 (%)
84.60
5.96
12.88
11.13
3.88

F-15 (%)
4.60
78.68
17.57
17.12
3.47

F-16 (%)
5.27
7.12
56.72
14.42
2.04

F-18 (%)
1.81
5.62
8.09
50.37
1.79

A-10 (%)
3.72
2.62
4.74
6.96
88.82
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Figure 12: Error rates versus transmit power based on different ranges.

constant modulus constraint when transmit power is about 13.33 dBW. Overall error
rate is 0.2836 and this is the same data from Figure 11. Since RCS of F-18 is the
smallest, correct target recognition rate and percentage sum of the matrix along
column for F-18 is the lowest. The correct target recognition rate and percentages sum
of the matrix along column for F-15, A-10, and Migh29 are high, because those targets
have high RCS. Since RCS of Figure 12 shows the error rates when target distances
are 20 and 30 km away from radar. Waterfilling and impulse with 20 km curves are
the same curves as Figure 11. The two information-based waveforms at different
distance show about 7 dBW shift. The two wideband waveforms also show about 7
dBW shift. From the radar equation, since the ratio of two distances is Rratio  20 / 30 ,
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we expect 10log10 (1 /(Rratio )^ 4 )  7.0437 dBW shift. Information-based waveforms
perform about 3 dBW better than wideband waveforms when target distance is at 30
km.

2.1.6.3 Angle Uncertainty and Unknown Range
Next, we consider target recognition scenario with unknown range information
as well as angle uncertainty. Initial target position is about 20 km away from radar.
To implement the unknown range, Gaussian data with zero mean and variance five
range bins are generated and the data are rounded nearest integers toward zero. The
true target signature is shifted based on the rounded Gaussian data. Since we have
imperfect range between radar and target, we use Fourier transform magnitude for
classification, which is translation invariant.

For radar received signal, Fourier

transform magnitude is applied. Fourier transform magnitude of the radar received
signal has Rican distribution. We compare the unknown range information case with
known range information case. For known range information case, we use Gaussian
pdf according to (2.5), but for unknown range information case, we use Rician pdf
according to (2.6). Fixed number of iteration with ten transmissions is used to make a
decision. We perform 10,000 Monte Carlo simulations and compute average error
rates. The results are shown in Figure 13. For known range information case, the two
waveform curves (impulse and waterfilling with constant modulus) from Figure 11 are
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Figure 13: Error rates when imperfect and perfect ranges are considered.

plotted, as well. Since we lose phase information for unknown range scenario, both
information-based and wideband waveforms show performance loss compared to
known range scenario.

However, information-based waveform shows less

performance loss than wideband waveform, so information-based waveform shows
about 5 dBW improvement compared to wideband waveform in unknown range
scenario.
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2.1.7 Summary
We have implemented a monostatic closed-loop radar system with adaptive
waveform for target recognition scenario. Information-based waveform was used and
constant modulus and maximum modulus normalization constraints were applied. The
radar equation was incorporated into waveform design technique to model propagation
loss. High fidelity target signatures generated by commercial EM software (XFdtd)
were used. Known range information and unknown range information was considered
for target recognition with aspect angle uncertainty.

The results showed that

information-based waveform with constant modulus constraint perform about 3 dBW
better than traditional waveform (i.e. wideband waveform) for known range scenario.
Unknown range scenario shows performance loss compared to known range scenario,
but information-based waveform showed less performance loss than wideband
waveform.

Information-based waveform showed about 5 dBW performance

improvement compared to wideband waveform in unknown range scenario. Thus, we
conclude that cognitive radar with information-based waveform and adaptive strategy
outperforms conventional radar.
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2.2 Automatic Target Recognition for MIMO Radar

2.2.1 Problem Statement and Signal Model
Two monostatic radar systems, denoted as radar A and radar B, are applied to a
target classification scenario. It is assumed that the two radars are located in different
places and observe the target from significantly different angles, but are connected by
a network to share waveform spectrum information as well as the results from
processing the received signals. It is also assumed that both radars have target template
libraries for M potential target types stored in the system. The radars search an area to
detect a target, and now the goal is to choose which of the M target types is present.
The targets have an infinite number of unique signatures that vary with azimuth and
elevation angle. To reduce complexity in the analysis, we only consider azimuth angle
variation; thus, the elevation angle is fixed.
To classify the target, radars A and B transmit the waveforms s A (t ) and s B (t ) ,
respectively. The received signal y A (t ) at radar A is

y A (t )  s A (t ) * g A (t )  sB (t ) * h(t )  n(t )

(2.20)

where g A (t ) is the monostatic radar target signature from the perspective of radar A,
h(t ) is the bistatic radar target signature, the symbol  denotes convolution, and n(t )
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Figure 14: MIMO radar system block diagram.

is additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) with power  n2 . Similarly, the received
signal at radar B is

yB (t )  sB (t ) * g B (t )  s A (t ) * h(t )  n(t ) .

(2.21)

A diagram showing the signal paths is shown in Figure 14.

In order to implement in a computer simulation, we need a discrete-time signal
model. We showed discrete-time signal models and convolution matrix [23] in Section
2.1. We borrow the same representation, which yields received signal vectors at
radars A and B according to

~
~
y A  S Ag A  S B h  n

(2.22)
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and

~
~
y B  S B g B  S Ah  n .

(2.23)

To classify a target, the received signals are compared to the signals that are expected
for a given waveform, target type, and orientation. To overcome complexity issues in
the classifier, the target azimuth angle is divided into N g uniform angular sectors.
Within each sector, several target signatures are averaged to compute a mean-template
signature for that angular sector. Since we have M possible target types, there are MNg
mean target templates that must be considered. These templates are defined as

gi (t ),i  1,...,N g ,...,MN g . We assume that approximate orientation information can be
obtained from an existing target track, such that the candidate angular sectors can be
limited to just a few possibilities. Real bistatic target signatures by XFdtd software are
not available at the moment. Collecting bistatic target signatures by XFdtd software
takes months and we are still in the process to collect bistatic target signatures. Thus,
three different bistatic target signature models are defined. The first bistatic target
signature is defined as an impulse with zero-mean, complex-Gaussian reflectivity
coefficient. This model is intended to represent forward scattering scenario where a
target is near baseline of two radars, and the baseline is shortest straight line between
radars. This represents poor range resolution for large bistatic angle (angle between
two radars and target), and therefore the bistatic path signal will introduce cross-
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platform interference of little or no value to the classification task. The second bistatic
target signature is denoted as complex Gaussian with given covariance matrix of two
average monostatic signature. The second random bistatic target signature has range
resolution feature, so the signature contains information for target recognition.
However, the bistatic target signature can also introduce cross-platform interference.
The third bistatic target signature is two average monostatic signature.
bistatic target signature is deterministic.

The third

The signature contain multiple peaks

representing information on targets for classification, but more bistatic templates are
arequired to be stored. The three models and corresponding property, advantage, and
disadvantage are shown in Table 2-3. Bistatic target signature examples are shown in
Figure 15 and Figure 16. Each angular sector for each target type is treated as a

TABLE 2-3. BISTATIC TARGET SIGNATURE MODEL.
Model
Number
1
2

3

Bistatic Signature Model

Property

Impulse with zero mean
complex Gaussian
Complex Gaussian with given
covariance matrix of two
average monostatic signature
Two average monostatic
signature

Random

Advantage/
Disadvantage
Interference

Random

Information/
Interference

Deterministic

Information/
More template
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Figure 15: Example of bistatic target signature for model 1 and model 2.

Figure 16: Example of bistatic target signature for model 3.
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separate hypothesis. Therefore, conditioned on a particular target and orientation, the
monostatic target template is deterministic, and the pdf of received signal y A
conditioned on a particular target-class/angle hypothesis is

exp(( y A  μ Ay ,i ) H (K Ay ,i ) 1 ( y A  μ Ay ,i ))
p( y A | H i ) 
( ) N | K Ay ,i |

(2.24)

where () H is the conjugate transpose operator. The, mean and covariance of y A under
the i th target/angle hypothesis depend on the different bistatic models according to
Table 2-4. The pdf of y B can be defined in a similar manner, but it is important to
note that the bistatic target response h is identical for both bistatic path directions.

The bistatic path interference in the two received signal can be correlated due
to the same realization of h when bistatic target signature model 1 or 2 is used. For
example, given g A , g B , and h , the first radar measurement at radar A is
TABLE 2-4. MEAN AND COVARIANCE MATRIX
DEPENDING ON DIFFERENT BISTATIC MODELS.
Model Number
1, 2
3

Mean
~
μ  S A gi
~
~
μ Ay ,i  S A g i  S B h
A
y ,i

K

A
y ,i

Covariance Matrix
~
~
  n2 I  S B E (hhH )(S B ) H

K Ay,i   n2I
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~
~
y A  S Ag A  S B h  n A

and

the

first

radar

measurement

at

radar

B

is

~
~
y B  SB g B  S Ah  n B where n A and n B are AWGN at radar A and radar B,
respectively.

~
~
Since the two waveforms S A and S B , and two monostatic target

signatures g A and g B are deterministic as well as n A and n B are uncorrelated and
independent, the bistatic target signature h determines correlation and independency
of received signals y A and y B . When bistatic target signature model 1 or 2 is used,
bistatic target signature becomes random and correlated.

Then, bistatic path

interference becomes correlated. However, if the transmit waveforms are in disjoint
bands, this interference becomes uncorrelated. Thus, we assume independence in the
two received signals, such that the combined pdf of the received signals is

p( y | H i )  p( y A | H i ) p( y B | H i ) .

(2.25)

Since the mean and covariance of the received signals depend on the transmitted
waveforms, they must be updated as the waveforms adapt.

2.2.2 Waveform Design
Waveform design technique from [26] is used for each radar and summarized
in Section 2.1.3. In a MIMO radar scenario, we do not want the two radar waveform
spectra interfering with each other. Thus, the radar waveforms should be spectrally
non-overlapping. Fortunately, the information-based waveform design method tends to
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focus energy of a single waveform into only a few narrow spectral bands. Thus, our
approach is to try a two-step waveform design procedure. First, we design the
waveform for radar A without considering radar B’s waveform. The waveform for
radar B is then designed, but with knowledge of the interference that will be observed
due to radar A. In other words, radar B factors in the interference produced by radar A
when optimizing its waveform. Therefore, radar B is less likely to put energy into the
same bands as radar A is using.
Since the waveform design depends on the ratio of noise power to spectral
variance at every frequency, the radar range equation [27] according to Section 2.1.3
should be used to compute received power. This received power is used to modify the
spectral variance of the target ensemble according to Section 2.1.3.
Finally, since the radar waveforms are designed in the frequency domain (see
(2.8)), they do not have the constant modulus property [28] in the time domain. The
goal of the waveform optimization is to make efficient use of transmit energy; hence,
it is important to constrain the waveforms to be constant modulus. The paper [28]
presented an iterative magnitude and amplitude projection method to obtain a
constant-modulus waveform with approximately desired Fourier transform and the
technique was summarized in Section 2.1.4. We apply this procedure, which provides
constant-modulus amplitude but degrades the optimum waveform spectrum.
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2.2.3 Decision Making Procedure
Fixed number of transmission similarly from Section 2.1.5 is used. Each radar
transmits pre-defined number of waveform. For each transmission, pdf of radar A and
radar B are formed based on (2.24). The pdfs are combined according to (2.25) in
central processing unit and the p( y | Hi ) is multiplied to form likelihoods. Final
decision is made in favor of the hypothesis corresponding to the maximum likelihood.
Diagram of decision making procedure is shown in Figure 17.

Figure 17: Fixed number of iteration for MIMO radar.
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2.2.4 Results
We apply the technique above to a computer simulation of target classification.
We assume that the radars must decide between two possible targets: an F-16 and an
A-10. The aircrafts are assumed to have symmetric shapes from head-on of aircrafts.
Thus, the target signatures from symmetric perspective are the same. The elevation
angle is 20˚, and target signatures are generated every 0.1˚ over a 90˚ interval starting
with a head-on configuration. The 90˚ interval is divided into 1˚ sectors, and the target
signatures within each sector are averaged to calculate the mean templates. We assume
that target track information is tight enough to limit target orientation to within two
angular sectors. Since we have two target types and each type has two possible angular
sectors, we have four possible templates for each radar, and four hypotheses from
which to choose. Final goal of this simulation is to decide which one of two targets
exists, so from spectral variance function (2.10), we actually need to subtract variance
of two hypotheses from each target to compute waveform. However, since this is
small scale of simulation with only four hypotheses, we have to admit that we did not
subtract. The bistatic angle between the two radars and the target is 45˚, and the
distance from each radar to the target is 20 km. The two radars transmit their
waveforms and collect the return signals simultaneously. Upon collecting data, the
probability of each target and each orientation are updated using the probability
models described in Section 2.2.1. The updated probabilities are then used to update
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the spectral variance in (2.10), which leads to newly optimized waveforms on the
subsequent transmission. This procedure continues for a fixed number of transmissions,
at which time a decision is made in favor of the target with the highest posterior
probability. In the simulations below, we have fixed the number of transmissions at
five.
We compare the performance of two different waveform strategies. The first is
the optimization technique described above. The second waveform is a wideband
waveform with energy spread evenly over the allowable bandwidth. Since the
information-based waveforms are unlikely to overlap in frequency, they minimize
interference between the radars. However, the wideband (impulse) waveforms have
completely overlapping spectra, resulting in interference and performance loss.
We model an S-band radar with bandwidth of 250 MHz. Additional simulation
parameters are an antenna gain of 30 dB, effective noise temperature of 290K, noise
power of about 1 pW. Range between radar and target is 20 km. Average target RCS
is 1 m 2 , but target signatures show no target RCS fluctuation. We performed 16,000
Monte Carlo simulations for error rates larger than 1x10-2 and 64,000 Monte Carlo
simulations for error rates less than 1x10-2. For each Monte Carlo trial, we randomly
select a new target orientation angle and generate new noise realizations.
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Figure 18 and Figure 19 show waveforms obtained with the information-based
technique before and after applying the constant-modulus constraint, respectively. In
Figure 18, the ideal waveforms are completely orthogonal in frequency. In MIMO
radar, multiple transmitters transmit multiple waveforms simultaneously and radar
received signals from multiple waveforms need to be separated at radar receiver to
process the signals. Thus, waveform orthogonality is desired. In Figure 19, however,
we see that the constant-modulus constraint has caused spreading of the waveform
energy over frequency, such that the two waveforms now have some overlap. This
overlap may cause some interference, especially at higher transmit power.

Figure 18: Non-overlap waveform spectra before applying constant-modulus constraint.
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Figure 19: Overlap waveform spectra after applying constant-modulus constraint.
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Figure 20: Error rates versus transmit power for fixed number of iterations.
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Figure 20 shows the resulting error rates versus transmit power when bistatic target
signature model 1 (impulse with zero mean complex Gaussian) is used.

The

Waterfilling joint denotes the case where the waveforms of both radars are designed
jointly to minimize spectral overlap. Waterfilling individual denotes the case where the
waveforms of each radar are designed individually, without knowledge of the other
radar’s waveform. The bound curves refer to a non-physical case where both radars
can somehow ignore the interference due to the other transmitter. We also include
single-radar performance for comparison. Surprisingly, the interference seems to have
minimal impact. This behavior is likely due to the lower energy levels per spectral
band for the wideband waveforms and due to the non-overlapping spectral design of
the optimized waveforms. The individually optimized waveforms show some
performance loss at high SNR due to occasional spectral overlap. Comparing the two
primary waveform design strategies, the information-based waveforms show about 5
dBW improvement compared to the performance of wideband waveforms. Figure 21
shows radars and target geometry when two radars have symmetric perspectives. In
symmetric perspective scenario, two radars observe the same target signatures. Figure
22 shows example of two waterfilling individual radar waveforms when two radars
have symmetric perspectives.

Since radar target signatures being observed are the

same in symmetric perspective scenario, the waveforms of two radars have the same
spectrum shape if two radars generate waveform without considering the other
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Figure 21: Geometry when two radars have symmetric perspectives.

Figure 22: Radar A and B’s waveforms of waterfilling individual in symmetric perspectives.
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Figure 23: Error rates when both radars have symmetric perspectives.

waveform. Figure 23 shows radar target classification performance when two radars
have symmetric perspectives. Bistatic target signature model 1 is used. Overall
performance becomes worse than Figure 20. Especially, waterfilling individual shows
big performance loss, because two radar waveforms have the same spectrum shape
resulting in big interference. Figure 24 shows target classification performance when
three different bistatic target signature models are used. Since deterministic bistatic
signatures contain information for target classification and random impulse bistatic
signatures become interference, waterfilling waveform with deterministic bistatic
signature shows the best performance and impulse waveform with random impulse
bistatic signature shows the worst performance.
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Figure 24: Error rates with three different bistatic target signature models.

2.2.5 Summary
We have implemented two widely separated MIMO radars with adaptive
waveforms for a target recognition scenario when three different bistatic target
signature models are used. Information-based waveforms are designed to be spectrally
non-overlapping, and therefore to avoid cross-platform interference. The analysis
shows that any interference caused by spectral leakage due to constant-modulus
constraints has minimal impact. The performance of an adaptive, information-based
waveform design approach is compared to a standard wideband waveform, and it is
seen that the adaptive, information-based waveform provides better performance.
Deterministic bistatic target signatures show no interference resulting in the best
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performance among three bistatic signatures. We conclude that information-based
waveforms should work very well in this type of application due to their naturally
sparse frequency spectra, which enables waveform orthogonality and reduces
interference.
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CHAPTER 3 – MULTI-TARGET TRACK-BEFORE-DETECT
FOR PULSE-DOPPLER RADAR
3.1 Problem Formulation
Radar transmits radar waveforms and collects return signals. From return
signals, range-Doppler map is formed. Range-Doppler map are consisted of pixels
along range and Doppler domain.

In tradition radar, pixel amplitudes of range-

Doppler map are compared to a threshold to decide target existence on the map. If a
pixel amplitude is above threshold, a target is detected in the pixel. If a target is
detected, target tracking can be initiated. However, if a pixel amplitude is below
threshold like weak SNR targets (stealth planes and long distance targets), the target is
never detected and tracked.

Track-before-detect (TkBD) is target tracking and

detection technique without applying threshold. TkBD uses raw radar measurements
without applying threshold to track and detect targets, so TkBD is able to handle weak
SNR targets successfully that traditional radar generally miss.

In this Chapter, we

extend a single target TkBD technique according to [18][19][20][21] to multi-target
TkBD. We present pure multiple target tracking scenario using multi-target TkBD
technique in the presence of additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN).
A monostatic pulse-Doppler radar is applied to target tracking and detection
scenario in the presence of AWGN. The problem formulation is demonstrated as
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follows. It is assumed that target existence is denoted as H 1 hypothesis and no target
existence is denoted as H 0 hypothesis. It is assumed that an unknown number of
targets exists in the scene. A radar waveform with one pulse is transmitted and the
received signal from m th target is

v ( m , Fm )  a(t   m ) exp( j 2Fm (t   m ))  a(t   m ) exp( j2Fmt ) exp( j2Fm m ) (3.1)
where a () is amplitude of signal,  m is time delay of m th target and Fm represent
Doppler frequency of m th target. Ignoring small phase term exp( j 2Fm m ) , taking
Fourier transform of amplitude part, and plugging into t  lTR , we get

v~( m , Fm )  A( f ) exp( j 2f m ) exp( j 2FmlTR )

(3.2)

where A( f ) is flat spectrum with magnitude one and TR is pulse repetition interval.
A radar waveform with L pulses is transmitted, the reflected signal from m th target
can be represented by steering vector v m according to
vm 

1
exp( j 2f Rm [0  n  N  1]T )  exp( j 2f Dm [0  l  L  1]T ) (3.3)
N L

where frequency domain indices are n  0,1,, N  1 , Doppler domain indices are
l  0,1,, L  1 , () T means transpose operator,  represents Kronecker product,

normalized range frequency is represented by f Rm  PRF  2Rm c , and normalized
Doppler frequency is denoted as f Dm  Fm PRF . In normalized frequencies, PRF is
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an acronym for pulse repetition frequency, Rm is distance between radar and m th
target, and c is speed of light.

The first exp() in v m represents target range

information by phase in frequency domain. The second exp() in v m demonstrates
target velocity information by phase. If the number of target in the scene is M t , the
radar received signal y is denoted as
Mt

y   tm v m  n

(3.4)

m1

where  tm is the m th target reflection coefficient that has fixed amplitude

Ptm and

random phase, and n is AWGN with variance  n2 . Matched filtering is applied to the
radar received signal on every possible range and Doppler, and forms range-Doppler
map. In range-Doppler map, each data point is defined as a pixel and each target is
located in different pixel. Magnitude of output pixel in range-Doppler map is defined
as z i .

Then, we need to define the probability density function (pdf) and

corresponding likelihood ratio to evaluate target existence. When target amplitude is
known and phase is unknown, the expressions of pdf and likelihood ratio are defined
in [21] and summarized below. When only AWGN is present in a pixel (the H 0 case),
the magnitude of pixel z i is distributed as Rayleigh according to

p( zi | H 0 ) 

zi



2

 zi2

e

2 2

(3.5)
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where  2 is

 n2
.
2

When a target exists in a pixel (the H1 case), the magnitude of pixel z i is distributed
as Rician according to

p( z i | H 1 ) 

zi



2

 ( zi2  a 2 )

e

2 2

 az 
I 0  2i 
 

(3.6)

where a 2  Ptm NL , I 0 () is modified Bessel function of the first kind and order zero.
Computation of mean and variance of H 0 and H1 are shown in Appendix A. For H 0
and H1 , we plot histograms and corresponding pdfs to confirm that the Rayleigh and

Figure 25: Pixel histogram and pdf comparison when no target exists and a target exists.
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Rician pdfs are correct choices. A pixel with 6 dB target and without a target is
selected and the pixel values are collected for 1,000 Monte Carlo simulations. Then,
we plot histogram in Figure 25. Rayleigh and Rician pdf are also plotted. Figure 25
confirms that the pdfs we choose are well matched to the histograms. The final
likelihood ratio is represented by
( a
p( z i | H 1 )
L
e
p( z i | H 0 )

2

)

2 2

 az 
I 0  2i  .
 

(3.7)

In TkBD, tracking is performed when targets are moving. Based on current
target location and velocity, future target state can be predicted. Thus, target motion
model need to be defined to describe target future state. A discrete-time model is
shown in [21], but we use simplified model as follows. A monostatic radar searches
an area to track and detect targets. The radar can measure two target states, a radial
velocity and a range between the radar and target. Thus, the target state x k at k th
measurement is defined as

x k  xk

T
x k 

(3.8)

where xk is the range between radar and target and x k is the radial velocity. The
range at k th measurement xk is defined as

xk  xk 1  Tx k 1

(3.9)
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where T is time interval between radar processing intervals. Thus, the target state
evolves according to

1 T 
xk  
x k 1  w k  Fx k 1  w k
0 1 

(3.10)

where F is transition matrix and w k is a noise process to describe target state
estimation error. The noise process has covariance matrix Q according to
T 3 / 3 T 2 / 2
Q  q 2

T 
T / 2

(3.11)

where q is the variable to control the level of process noise.

3.2 Particle-Filter-Based Track-Before-Detect
We present particle-filter-based track-before-detect for multiple targets. The
technique is an extension from single-target technique based on [18] [19] [20] [21].
The particle-filter-based multi-target track-before-detect is shown below.
In particle filtering, a group of particle and corresponding weights estimates
posterior probability and the posterior probability represents target state. If a pixel has
high likelihood ratio value, the pixel location of high likelihood ratio value is possible
target location and a group of particle (particle cluster) is form. Thus, possible target
locations are demonstrated by particle clusters. In multi-target track-before-detect,
multiple target clusters exist on possible target locations and the clusters track the
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possible targets.

Clusters have label j  1 M cluster and M cluster is the number of

cluster. A target existence variable is associated with each cluster similarly from [30].
Probability of existence is also associated with each cluster. Target existence and nonexistence for j th cluster at k th measurement is represented as Ek , j {1,0}, respectively.
Probability of existence for

Pk j  P j ( Ek | z1:k ) .

j th cluster at k th measurement is defined as

Probability of existence demonstrates how likely a cluster

represents a true target. Particle locations of each cluster represents posterior density

p(xk | Ek , j  1, z1:k ) . Each cluster may consist of two different kinds of particles. One
is birth particle x(kb, )ji where i  1,, N b j . The other is continuing particle x(kc, )ji where

i  1,, N c j . Overall number of birth and continuing particles are N b and N c ,
respectively. Birth particles are new set of particles that did not exist in previous
iteration. Birth particles estimate p(x k , j | Ek , j  1, Ek 1, j  0, z1:k ) . Continuing particles
are

survived

set

of

particles

from

previous

iteration

and

estimate

p(xk , j | Ek , j  1, Ek 1, j  1, z1:k ) . Since we have possible targets, the possible targets
need to be initialized with birth particles and tracked with continuing particles. Thus,
proposal density needs to be defined for both set of particles. For birth particles, three
proposal densities were presented in [19]. The first density is uniform distribution.
Birth particles are uniformly distributed across region of interest. The second density
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is related to picking a few high intensity pixels. Birth particles are placed uniformly
within a few high intensity pixels. The third density is mixture of the first and second
density. Half of the particles are uniformly distributed across region of interest and the
other half of the particles are placed uniformly within a few high intensity pixels.
Possible target locations have high intensity pixels and placing birth particles on high
intensity pixels make more sense. Thus, the second density is used and defined as

q(xk , j | Ek , j  1, Ek 1, j  0, zk ) . For continuing particles, target state evolution from
(3.10) is used. In TkBD, new targets can show up and existed targets can die. Thus,
transition probability is defined as

Pbirth 
1  Pdeath

1  Pbirth 
 Pdeath

(3.12)

where Pdeath represents the probability of target death and Pbirth denotes the probability
of target birth. Evolution of the probability of existence is influenced by the transition
probability. Assuming that at (k  1) th measurement, multiple target clusters exist.
Each cluster consists of continuing particles x (kc)1i, j and is associated with
corresponding probability of existence Pk j1 . The multi-target TkBD procedure is as
follows.
Step 1. Birth particles: Generate N b number of birth particles. Place the birth particles
on a few high intensity pixels of range-Doppler map according to [19]
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xk(b, )j i ~ q(xk , j | Ek , j  1, Ek 1, j  0, z1:k ) .

(3.13)

After that, merging is performed between highest intensity pixels and between
highest intensity pixels and centroids of continuing particle clusters based on
[31].
Corresponding particle weights are
wk( b, j)i 

L j ( z k | x (kb, )ji ) p( x (kb, )ji | E k( b, j)i  1, E k( b1)i, j  0)
N b j q( x (kb, )ji | E k( b, j)i  1, E k( b1)i, j  0, z k )

.

(3.14)

Step 2. Continuing particles: Move N c number of continuing particles according to
target dynamics (3.10) and corresponding weights are
( c )i
k, j

w



L j ( zk | x (kc, )ji )
Ncj

.

(3.15)

Step 3. Weight transition probability: For each cluster, weight transition probability are
evaluated to combine birth and continuing particle weights according to

M c j  (1  Pdeath ) P

Nc j

j
k 1

w
i 1

( c )i
k, j

(3.16)

and
Nbj

M b j  Pbirth (1  P ) wk( b, )j i .
j
k 1

i 1

Step 4. Likelihood: For each cluster, likelihood is computed according to

(3.17)
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Nc j

Nb j

L ( zk | Ek , j , z1:k 1 )  M c j  w
j

( c )i
k, j

i 1

 M b j  wk( b, j)i .

(3.18)

i 1

Step 5. Predicted probability and probability of existence: For each cluster, predicted
probability and probability of existence are

P j ( Ek , j | z1:k 1 )  (1  Pdeath )Pk j1  Pbirth (1  Pk j1 )
Pk j  P j ( Ek , j | z1:k ) 

L j ( zk | Ek , j , z1:k 1 ) P j ( Ek , j | z1:k 1 )
L j ( zk | Ek , j , z1:k 1 ) P j ( Ek , j | z1:k 1 )  (1  P j ( Ek , j | z1:k 1 ))

(3.19)

.(3.20)

Step 6. Weight normalization 1: Normalization of particle weights for each cluster is
performed based on probability of existence according to
i
k, j

w



Pk j wki , j

(3.21)

Nc j  Nb j

w

i
k, j

i 1

Step 7. Weight normalization 2: Overall particle weights are normalized

wki 

wki

Nb  Nc

w
i 1

.

(3.22)

i
k

Step 8. Resampling: Resampling algorithm from [15] is performed to sample N c from

Nc  Nb .

The sample N c is a variable depending on sum of overall
M

probability on range-Doppler map according to

P
j 1

k

j

. If resampling is not

performed, only one particle will have significant weight and rest of particles
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will have negligible weight after a few iterations, which is called degeneracy
phenomenon.

Resampling is performed to prevent from degeneracy [15].

However, resampling causes high weight particle selected many times and
forces to collapse many particles in one point. This diversity lost is called
sample impoverishment.

Small Gaussian noise is added to resample

particle locations to avoid sample impoverishment [15].

In Step 1, merging based on [31] is performed to figure out if birth particles
would form a new cluster or would merge to continuing particle cluster.

Assuming

the high intensity pixels and centroids of continuing particle cluster are I i where

i  1,, Nhigh . Then, similarity matrix according to [31] based on Euclidian distance is
evaluated according to

FRij 

1
dIij

(3.23)

where dIij  (I i  I j ) T (I i  I j ) , i  j . If any component of the matrix satisfied
with threshold according to FRij  threshold , the two I i and I j are adjacent and the
particles corresponding to I i and I j would form one cluster. The new centroid of the
cluster is
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Iq 

Ii  I j
2

.

(3.24)

After all I i and I j pairs satisfied with the threshold are merged, we compute new
similarity matrix with new centroids Iq and all un-merged I i . If the threshold is
satisfied, computing new centroid. Above procedure is repeated until no pair satisfies
with the threshold. Finally, new centroid Iq and un-merged I i become centroids of
clusters and corresponding particles form clusters.
Labeling similarly from [32] is used for data association between frames. Each
centroid of cluster has label. Particles associated with the centroid have the same label
as the centroid. After merging, birth particles merged to continuing particle cluster are
assigned with the same label as corresponding continuing particles. If birth particles
form a new cluster, the particles are assigned with new label. After resampling,
children particles are assigned with parent’s label.
For single-target TkBD technique, only one probability of existence variable is
available. Thus, based on measurements, target existence can be determined, but the
number of target cannot be determined. For single-target TkBD technique, once a
continuing particle cluster with probability of existence one exist, birth particles
cannot initiate new target tracking.

For multi-target TkBD technique, multiple

probability of existence variables are available.

Each cluster is assigned with a
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probability of existence variable, so both target existence and the number of target can
be determined. Furthermore, birth particles can always initiate new target tracking
regardless of continuing particle cluster probabilities.

3.3 Results
We apply the theory to a computer simulation. We compare the performance
of multi-target TkBD technique we proposed to single-target TkBD technique for
multi-target scenario. The number of point target is four. Range-Doppler map size is
100 by 40, but oversampling with two is performed. Probability of birth and death are

Pbirth  0.05 and Pdeath  0.01 , respectively. The number of high intensity pixels to
place birth particles is 50. We model C-band radar with center frequency of 5 GHz
and bandwidth of 4 MHz. Figure 26 ~ Figure 29 show significant snapshots of rangeDoppler particle map when single-target TkBD technique is applied for multi-targets
scenario. Figure 26 shows first iteration of range-Doppler map after resampling. Dots
represent continuing particles and triangles represent true target locations. On first
iteration, birth particles are place on a few high intensity pixels. After resampling,
continuing particle clusters are formed on three true target locations and many false
target locations. Figure 27 shows fourth iteration. Continuing particle clusters on
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Figure 26: First iteration of single-target TkBD technique for multiple targets scenario.

Figure 27: Fourth iteration of single-target TkBD technique for multiple targets scenario.
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Figure 28: Tenth iteration of single-target TkBD technique for multiple targets scenario.

Figure 29: Seventeenth iteration of single-target TkBD technique for multiple targets scenario.
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Figure 30: Probability of existence versus number of iteration for single-target TkBD technique.

false targets are fading away, because the particles have small weight values.
Continuing particle clusters on three true target locations persist. Figure 28 shows
tenth iteration. Continuing particle clusters on second and fourth true target locations
are fading away, because the clusters on second and fourth true target locations have
smaller weights than the cluster on first true target location.
seventeenth iteration.

Figure 29 shows

Continuing particles are converged to the first true target

location. The reason only one target is detected is that single-target TkBD assumes
that only one target exists on the scene, so continuing particles generally converge to
one location and cannot maintain multiple clusters stably. Once a continuing particle
cluster with probability of existence one is formed, the technique does not allow birth
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particles to searching for new targets. Figure 30 shows how probability of existence
changes as the number of iteration increases. By fourth iteration, the probability of
existence exceeds 0.9.

In single-target TkBD, only one probability of existence

variable is available. Thus, target existence can be determined by threshold, but the
number of target is not known.
Figure 31 ~ Figure 34 show major snapshots of range-Doppler map when
multi-target TkBD technique is applied for multi-target scenario.

True target

locations are the same as above scenario. At each iteration, birth particles are placed
on high intensity pixels and continuing particle locations are predicted according to
(3.10). Weight transition probabilities, likelihood, predicted probability is computed
and corresponding probability of existence is evaluated.

Particle weights are

normalized and resampling is performed. Figure 31 shows the first iteration after
resampling. Continuing particle clusters are form three true target locations and many
false target locations. Figure 32 shows the third iteration. Continuing particle cluster
on first and second true target locations maintain tracking, but the cluster on fourth
true target location lost tracking. Continuing particle cluster are forming on third true
target location.

Figure 33 shows fifth iteration.

All true target locations have

continuing particle clusters, but the cluster on third true target is relatively small.
Figure 34 shows eighth iteration. All true targets locations have continuing particle
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Figure 31: First iteration of multi-target TkBD technique for multiple targets scenario.

Figure 32: Third iteration of multi-target TkBD technique for multiple targets scenario.
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Figure 33: Fifth iteration of multi-target TkBD technique for multiple targets scenario.

Figure 34: Eighth iteration of multi-target TkBD technique for multiple targets scenario.
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Figure 35: Probability of existence versus number of iteration for multi-target TkBD technique.

clusters. Small size continuing particle clusters exist on false target locations. Since
we do not know how many targets will be on the map in advance, small size
continuing particle clusters are allowed to pick up any possible new targets.
Generally, small size continuing particle clusters at false target locations die in a few
iterations. However, if a true target was actually existed, the cluster grows with more
particles and corresponding probability of existence will increase.
corresponding probability of existence evolvement.

Figure 35 shows

The fourth target probability

slightly increases on the first iteration, but the probability dies out. The fourth target
probability starts increasing on fourth iteration and converges to one afterward. The
first and second target probability starts increasing from first iteration and converging
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to one.

The third target probability starts increasing from fourth iteration and

converging to close to one by six iterations. All probabilities of true target clusters are
converged to over 0.9 by eighth iteration. Multi-target TkBD technique finds all four
target, successfully.
Simulation performance can be affected by parameter values Pbirth and Pdeath .
The probability Pbirth and Pdeath control how easily clusters are generated and died. In
above simulation, Pbirth  0.05 and Pdeath  0.01 are used and the parameter values
need to be justified. Figure 36 ~ Figure 40 show probability of existence evolvement
examples when different probability of birth Pbirth and probability of death Pdeath are

Figure 36: Probability of existence versus the number of iteration when Pbirth = 0.05, Pdeath = 0.01.
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Figure 37: Probability of existence versus the number of iteration when P birth = 0.05, Pdeath = 0.05.

Figure 38: Probability of existence versus the number of iteration when Pbirth = 0.05, Pdeath = 0.1.
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Figure 39: Probability of existence versus. the number of iteration when P birth = 0.01, Pdeath = 0.01.

Figure 40: Probability of existence versus. the number of iteration when P birth = 0.1, Pdeath = 0.01.
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used. True target locations are the same as above simulation. When Pbirth is equal to
0.05 and Pdeath is 0.01, the behavior of probability of existence seems to show early
cluster forming on true target locations and corresponding probabilities of existence
show the fastest convergence over 0.9 with less fluctuation.

3.4 Summary
We have proposed particle-filter-based track-before-detect for multiple targets.
In the technique, birth particles are placed on possible target locations and clustering is
performed by merging. Then, probability of existence is computed for each cluster.
The performance of multi-target track-before-detect technique is compared to singletarget track-before-detect technique for multiple target scenarios. The multi-target
technique shows successful detection and tracking of multiple low SNR targets.
Advantages of the technique we proposed is the number of target on the scene is not
required to know prior. Any new appearing and disappearing targets can be handled,
successfully.
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CHAPTER 4 – ADAPTIVE PRF SELECTION TECHNIQUE
FOR RANGE-DOPPLER AMBIGUITY MITIGATION IN MULTITARGET GMTI

4.1 Problem Formulation
The goal of this chapter is to detect and track targets over wide range-Doppler
area. Several issues need to be overcome to detect and track targets, successfully.
Range-Doppler map contains blind and clutter zone where targets cannot or may not
be detected. Blind zone is range area corresponding to the time where radar received
is off while radar transmitter is on. Clutter zone is Doppler area where strong radar
reflected signals from unwanted targets are received. Ambiguity is also issue, because
multiple periodic target signals along range and Doppler show up and finding true
target location is difficult.

Considering blind zone, clutter zone, and ambiguity,

detecting and tracking targets on range-Doppler map is very challenge. Traditional
radar uses multiple pulse repetition frequency (PRF) with cyclical sequence to
overcome those issues. However, multiple PRF with cyclical sequence is inefficient
technique, because the technique does not depend on previous radar measurement and
maximize usage of information collected from targets. Here, we present adaptive PRF
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selection technique that depends on previous radar measurement and maximize usage
of information collected from targets.
We consider a PRF selection technique for monostatic ground moving target
indicator (GMTI) radar in the presence of additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) and
ground clutter. The problem setup is very similar to Chapter 3 and summarized as
follow.

We assume that an unknown number of point targets exists.

A radar

waveform with initial PRF is transmitted and the reflected signal is received. The
received signal from m th target is v m according to (3.3). The radar signal received
from M t targets is
Mt

y   tm v m  n

(4.1)

m1

where n is overall interference that contains additive white Gaussian nose (AWGN)
and signal-dependent interference (clutter). Clutter is modeled as colored Gaussian
noise. The overall interference is distributed according to

n : CN (0, Rn   n2I  Rc )

(4.2)

where CN is complex normal, R n is overall interference covariance matrix,  n2 is the
while-noise variance, I is identity matrix, and R c is clutter covariance matrix.
Clutter is assumed to have power spectral density (PSD) of hanning window shape
centred at zero Doppler frequency. Clutter is uncorrelated in fast-time domain (range)
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and correlated in slow-time domain (Doppler). The target reflection coefficient  tm of
m th target is assumed to have fixed amplitude with target power Ptm and random phase

between 0 and 2 . To form a range-Doppler map, a weighted matched filter for each
range-Doppler bin is formed according to [33]
w

R n1 v
H

1
n

v R v

 R n1 v

(4.3)

where () H is complex conjugate operator, R n1v is optimum SNR filter,  is scaling
variable to make average interference power equal to one, even for Doppler shifts
where clutter power is strong. Thus,  gives normalized output power. The weighted
matched filter is computed for every range-Doppler cell and applied to the data to
produce the test statistic zi | w H y | .

When the normalized range and Doppler

frequencies are integers apart, the phase shift has common remainder after 2
division. Thus, ambiguities are introduced in the range and Doppler domain and
finding the correct range and Doppler of the target is difficult. For example, PRF = 2
KHz and the first and the second target distance from radar is R1  60 km and

R2  135 km, respectively. Then, the normalized range frequency (from Chapter 3.1)
for the first target is f R1  PRF  2R1 c  0.8 and for the second target is
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Figure 41: Example of ambiguity in range-Doppler map.

f R2  PRF  2R2 c  1.8 . Since f R1 and f R2 are integer apart, the two distances are
ambiguous. Also, targets might fall on blind zone or clutter zone. Therefore, multiple
PRFs are used to mitigate blind zone, clutter zone, and ambiguity issues. Example of
ambiguity in range-Doppler map is shown in Figure 41.
Probability density functions and likelihood ratio expression of known target
amplitude and random phase scenario was presented in [21] and also shown in Section
3.1, but summarized below. If no target is present in a pixel ( H 0 ), the probability
density function (pdf) is Rayleigh according to (3.5) where the variance  2 is equal to
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0.5.

If a target is present in a pixel, the probability density function is Rician

according to (3.6) where a 2 

Ptm NL

2

L

. Then, the likelihood ratio is

( a
p( zi | H 1 )
e
p ( zi | H 0 )

2

)

2 2

 az 
I 0  2i  .
 

(4.4)

The same target state x k and dynamic models from (3.8) and (3.10) of Section 3.1 are
used to describe target state and motion.

4.2 Particle-Filter-Based Track-Before-Detect for Ambiguous Targets

We presented particle-filter-based track-before-detect for multiple targets in
Chapter 3. The technique is for non-ambiguous targets where it is assumed that rangeDoppler aliasing is non-existent. In this section, we extend the technique for larger
range-Doppler areas with ambiguities. Much of the procedure is the same as for nonambiguous targets technique, but Step 1 (Birth particles) and Step 5 (Predicted
probability and probability of existence) need to be modified.

The procedure is

summarized as follow.

Step 1. Birth particles: After placing birth particles on a few high intensity pixels
according to [19], two levels of pixel merging are performed instead of one.
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The first level merging is the same as non-ambiguous target technique. The
second level merging accounts for potential range-Doppler ambiguities. All
centroids and corresponding particles are folded into the primary rangeDoppler interval and the centroid distance is computed according to (3.23). If
threshold is satisfied with any pair, the two clusters are deemed ambiguous.
If the centroid of a new cluster corresponding to birth particles is ambiguous
with the centroid of a continuing particle cluster, then the birth particles are
determined not to be a new target, but rather a detection of existing cluster.
Therefore, all the birth particles associated with the new cluster are removed.
Then, surviving centroids and particles are folded back to original locations.
We perform the second level merging to determine if continuing particle
clusters are true or false targets. To do that, we should not place birth particles
that are ambiguous with continuing particle clusters. Weight computation for
birth particles is the same.
Step 2. Continuing particles: Move N c number of continuing particles according to
target dynamics (3.10) and corresponding weights are
( c )i
k, j

w



L j ( zk | x (kc, )ji )
Ncj

.

(4.5)

Step 3. Weight transition probability: For each cluster, weight transition probability
are evaluated to combine birth and continuing particle weights according to
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Nc j

M c j  (1  Pdeath ) P

j
k 1

w
i 1

( c )i
k, j

(4.6)

Nbj

M b j  Pbirth (1  P ) wk( b, )j i .
j
k 1

(4.7)

i 1

Step 4. Likelihood: For each cluster, likelihood is computed according to
Nc j

L ( zk | Ek , j , z1:k 1 )  M c j  w
j

i 1

( c )i
k, j

Nb j

 M b j  wk( b, j)i .

(4.8)

i 1

Step 5. Predicted probability and probability of existence: Probability of existence due
to new measurements needs to be computed. If a cluster falls on blind zone,
the cluster uncertainty increases and probability of existence Pk j converges
to 0.5 according to

Pk j  Pk j1  (0.5  Pk j1 )(1  exp(dT ))

(4.9)

where d is a variable to control how quickly the probability converges to 0.5
in the absence of data updates.

If a cluster falls outside of blind zone, probability of existence has three
different formations depending on the presence of ambiguous clusters. If a
cluster has no ambiguous clusters, then the predicted probability and
corresponding probability of existence is computed according to (3.19) and
(3.20), respectively.
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If a cluster has ambiguous clusters and is consist of only birth particles,
probability of existence for j th cluster is the probability from (3.20) divided by
the number of ambiguous clusters according to

Pk j  P j ( Ek , j | z1:k ) 

1

(4.10)

N ambiguity

where Nambiguity is the number of ambiguous clusters.

If a cluster has ambiguous clusters and contains continuing particles, then a
joint probability existence and its marginal probability needs to be computed to
acquire probability of existence for each cluster. First, a joint probability needs
to be computed according to the method in [34]. Defining M as the number
of ambiguous clusters that have non- zero probability of existence at the

(k  1)th measurement, a vector of probabilities can be expressed as





Pk 1  PkM1  Pkm1  Pk11 .

(4.11)

Then, probability of joint hypothesis is
M

P( H bM ...b1 | z k 1 )   ( Pkc1 ) bc (1  Pkc1 )1bc
c 1

(4.12)
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where b1 through bM are binary exponent of joint probability and HbM ...b1
represent permutation hypotheses that depend on target cluster’s true situation.
For example, we denotes H 0000 as neither of the ambiguous clusters has
target present and H 0001 as only the first cluster has target present and rest of
them do not have. Similarly, H11...11 is defined as all the clusters have target
present. Corresponding predicted probability of existence for each hypothesis
is

P j ( Ek ,bM ...b1 , HbM ...b1 | z1:k 1 ) 
(1  Pdeath )P( HbM ...b1 | zk 1 )  Pbirth (1  P( HbM ...b1 | zk 1 )) .

(4.13)

Likelihood for permutation hypotheses is sum of cluster likelihood depending
on true binary exponent according to
M

L( zk , H bM ...b1 | Ek ,bM ...b1 , z1:k 1 )   Lc ( zk | Ek ,bM ...b1 , z1:k 1 )  bc .

(4.14)

c 1

Then, we compute joint probability existence using P j ( Ek ,bM ...b1 , H bM ...b1 | z1:k 1 )
and L( zk , H bM ...b1 | Ek ,bM ...b1 , z1:k 1 ) according to (3.20) and the final probability
existence for each cluster is computed as marginal probability.
Rest of the procedure (Step 6 ~ Step 8) is the same as Chapter 3.
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4.3 Predicted Posterior Probability and Entropy Computation
Using only a single pulse repetition frequency (PRF) may cause true targets to
fall on blind zones or clutter zones, and cannot resolve range-Doppler ambiguities. To
mitigate these issues, traditional radar uses multiple PRFs in a cyclical pattern.
However, cyclical selection of PRF is not based on radar measurements nor does it
maximize the information collected from targets.

Thus, we present a predicted

entropy computation technique for improved PRF selection. At each transmission, we
compute the predicted post-measurement entropy for all possible PRF selections and
choose the PRF that minimizes the total predicted entropy. The procedure is shown
below.
Starting with the first PRF, we fold target clusters comprising particles into the nonambiguous range-Doppler domain. Some clusters may fall on blind zones or clutter
zones. Some clusters may fall on top of each other while others not. If the j th cluster
falls into a blind zone, we assume that the predicted posterior probability Pk j1 stay the
same as Pk j , the probability prior to the most recent data collection. Then, predicted
entropy is computed based on a binary random variable with probability Pk j1
according to [35]

h j  Pk j1 log2 ( Pk j1 )  (1  Pk j1 ) log2 (1  Pk j1 ) .

(4.15)
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If a cluster falls outside the blind zones and does not overlap with other
clusters, there are two possible truths: target is actually present ( H1 ) or not present
( H 0 ). Depending on each possible truth, the predicted probability of existence after
taking measurement will be different. If the former is true, the probability of existence
for that cluster after taking measurement should increase. If the latter is true, the
probability of existence after taking measurement should decrease.

Thus, we can

compute predicted entropy for both cases: when target is present h( H1 ) and when
target is not present h( H0 ) . We generate zero mean complex Gaussian data with no
target present (power  n2 ) and defined as η0 . Then, we evaluate complex Gaussian
probability density function (pdf) for H 0 and H 1 .

We can compute complex

Gaussian pdf based on data
p( η0 | H i ) 

where  2   n2 for H 0 ,  2 

Pcpj



2

1



2

exp(

1



2

( η0 ) H ( η0 ))

(4.16)

  n2 for H 1 , i  0,1 , and Pcpj is j th cluster target

power estimated. For H 1 , the  2 term is normalization factor to consider clutter zone
effect. If target cluster falls on clutter zone, the target power will be decreased by  2
and  2  1 .

If target cluster falls on non-clutter zone, since  2  1 ,
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Pcpj



2

  n2  Pcpj   n2 .

Then, we can use the pdfs to compute predicted posterior

probabilities according to

p( H0 | η0 )  (1  Pk j ) p(η0 | H0 )

(4.17)

p( H1 | η0 )  ( Pk j ) p(η0 | H1 )

(4.18)

and

where

p( H1 | η0 )

p( H 0 | η0 ) and

each

is

normalized

such

that

sum

of

p( H 0 | η0 )  p( H1 | η0 ) becomes one. We repeat above procedure to compute many
realization of p( H i | η0 ) . Then expected entropy h( H0 ) is computed based on mean
of normalized p( H 0 | η0 ) and mean of normalized p( H1 | η0 ) according to (4.15). For

h( H1 ) , we generate zero mean complex Gaussian data with target present (power

Pcpj



2

  n2 ) and define as η1 . We compute complex Gaussian pdf according to
p( η1 | H i ) 

where    for H 0 ,  
2

2
n

2

Pcpj



2

1



2

exp(

1



2

( η1 ) H ( η1 ))

(4.19)

  n2 for H 1 , and i  0,1 . Based on p(η1 | Hi ) ,

posterior probabilities p( Hi | η1 ) is computed. We repeat the procedure to compute
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many realization of p( Hi | η1 ) . Then, expected entropy h( H1 ) is computed based on
mean of p( H 0 | η1 ) and mean of p( H1 | η1 ) . Final predicted entropy is computed

Pk j h( H1 )  (1  Pk j )h( H0 ) .

(4.20)

If a PRF causes two or more clusters to be ambiguous, then there are multiple
potential truths. For two cluster example, H 00 represent neither of two clusters have
true target present and H 11 represent both of two clusters have true target present.
We can easily extend to more than two clusters H ii...ii . Then, we compute probability
of joint hypothesis ( P00...00 ,, P11...11 ) using Pk j according to (4.12). We generate zero
mean complex Gaussian data with no target present η00...00 . We can compute complex
Gaussian pdf based on data
p( η00...00 | H ii...ii ) 

1



2

exp(

1

2

( η00...00 ) H ( η00...00 ))

(4.21)

where  2 is the variance depending on target present condition H ii...ii . The posterior
probabilities are computed according to

p( Hii...ii | η00...00 )  p(η00...00 | Hii...ii ) Pii...ii

(4.22)

and p( H ii...ii | η00...00 ) are normalized to sum to one. We repeat the above procedure to
compute many realization of p( H ii...ii | η00...00 ) and compute average.

Then, the

expected entropy h( H00...00 ) is computed based on mean of p( H ii...ii | η00...00 ) . Then
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expected entropy of all the permutation h( H00...01 ) ,…, h( H11...11 ) are computed in
similar manner. The final expected entropy would then be

P0000h( H0000 )  P0001h( H0001 )    P1111h( H1111 ) .

(4.23)

For each measurement, we compute the total expected entropy hex by summing over
all clusters. We do this for each PRF and pick the PRF that minimizes the sum of
expected entropy for the next radar measurement.
Finally, if a PRF is selected many consecutive times, targets in blind or clutter
zones of the PRF may never spawn a particle cluster. Thus, when a PRF is selected
more than two consecutive times, we add some penalty to expected entropy for the
PRF. Then, second best PRF may be selected for the next measurement and targets in
a blind and clutter zone of the consecutive PRF can be detected and tracked. The new
expected entropy hexnew is defined as

hexnew  hex  hp  hex  (hb  hex )(1  exp(n))

(4.24)

where hex is expected entropy after data, hp is penalty entropy, hb is entropy before
data,  is a positive control variable for penalty level, and n is the number of
consecutive PRF. For example, if a different PRF was used previously, then n  0
and h p  0 . There is no penalty. As the same PRF is used multiple times in a row,
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then n and the term (1  exp(n)) both increase. Thus, bigger portion of (hb  hex )
is added to hex as penalty.

4.4 Results
We perform computer simulation based on above theory. The number of true
targets in the scene is four, and the target states (range and velocity) are randomly
generated. The radar selects from seven possible PRF values. The initial PRF is chosen
randomly. We simulate a measured range Doppler map and compute likelihoods. We
then place birth particles on high-intensity pixels, compute probability of existence,
and perform resampling according to our TkBD procedures. Then, before taking the
next measurement, we compute expected entropy for different PRF selections based
on Section 4.3. We select the PRF that minimizes the sum of expected entropy for next
measurement. We compare the adaptive PRF selection technique to a cyclical PRF
selection technique where the PRF cycles through all seven PRFs in a fixed pattern.
We use two different decision criteria.

One is based on an average number of

iterations required to converge and the other is based on receiver operating
characteristic (ROC). For average number of iterations, waveform transmissions are
made until all true targets have a cluster associated with them with probability greater
than or equal to 0.9. We perform Monte Carlo simulations and average the number of
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transmissions. For ROC, after 60 CPIs, we terminate the experiment and count target
detections and false alarms.
We model a C-band radar with center frequency of 5 GHz and bandwidth of 4
MHz. The seven PRF values are 2 KHz, 2.3 KHz, 2.5 KHz, 2.9 KHz, 3.1 KHz, 3.5
KHz, and 3.9 KHz. The number of high intensity pixels that receive birth particles is
50, unless otherwise stated. The number of pulses in the CPI is L = 80 for PRF of 2
KHz. For other PRFs, the number of pulses is adjusted to keep the same overall CPI
duration and Doppler resolution. The total observable range-Doppler space covers
2500 range bins and 250 Doppler bins. There are multiple range ambiguities at the
highest PRF and multiple Doppler ambiguities at the lowest PRF. The control variable

 for penalty entropy is 0.5. We numerically evaluate average number of iterations
and receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves for both the adaptive and cyclical
PRF selection methods at different target SNR values. The number of Monte Carlo
TkBD simulations at each SNR is 1000. Figure 42 shows a sample range-Doppler
map with blind, clutter, and clear zones for PRF of 3.9 KHz. Black strips along range
axis represent clutter zones and black strips along Doppler axis show blind zones.
Bright area represents clear zone where targets can be more easily detected. Darker
shadows represent stronger reduction in SNR. For example, blind zone is completely
dark, so if a target falls on blind zone, the target cannot be detected. Edges of the
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Figure 42: Range-Doppler map of blind, clutter, and clear zones for PRF of 3.9 KHz.

Figure 43: Range-Doppler map of blind, clutter, and clear zones averaged over all PRFs.
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Figure 44: Range-Doppler particle map at first iteration when target SNR is 8dB.

Figure 45: Range-Doppler particle map at 51th (last) iteration when target SNR is 8dB.
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clutter zones show weak darkness and centers of clutter zone show strong darkness. A
target has the best chance of being detected if it falls in a clear zone, but might be
detected if it falls on the edge of a clutter zone. Figure 43 shows range-Doppler map
of blind, clutter, and clear zones averaged over all PRFs. Black strip along range axis
is the primary clutter zone and black strip along Doppler axis is the primary blind zone.
The primary zones are not due to aliasing and cannot be resolved. The area other than
blind and clutter zone is defined as observable zone. In observable zone, the whiter
the color the more often it falls into the clear zone for different PRFs. For example, at
(4200, 225) = (range, Doppler), the pixel is one of the darkest pixels in the observable
zone and only falls into the clear zone for two PRFs: 2 KHz and 3.5 KHz.
Figure 44 and Figure 45 show example of range-Doppler map with true target
locations and continuing particle clusters in average number of iteration. Figure 44
shows the first iteration and Figure 45 shows the last iteration. Figure 44 shows many
ambiguous clusters and only one true target location has a continuing particle cluster.
Figure 45 show that all four true target locations have been detected. Some small
clusters also exist in false target locations. Small clusters are necessary for searching
for possible new targets.
Figure 46 shows average number of iteration for adaptive and cyclical PRF.
Adaptive PRF requires fewer iterations to find all four true targets with probability
over 0.9 than cyclical PRF at low SNR. At 8 dB target, adaptive PRF requires about
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Figure 46: TkBD average number of iteration curve with 1000 Monte Carlo simulations.

35 % less iterations than cyclical PRF. As target SNR increase, the curves of adaptive
and cyclical PRF techniques seem to be converged. Figure 47 shows ROC curve
results. The result shows that the adaptive PRF selection technique shows higher
probability of detection than cyclical PRF selection technique for the same probability
of false alarm. At 7 dB target, adaptive PRF selection shows an approximately 11 %
improvement in detection probability.

The probability of detection improvement

indicates that adaptive PRF selection technique forces true target clusters to fall in the
clear zone more times than cyclical PRF selection technique. For reference, we
compare the TkBD method to traditional radar system. Figure 48 show corresponding
constant false alarm rate (CFAR) ROC curve. A radar measurement with one CPI is
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collected and processed to compute range-Doppler map. Then, thresholds are applied
to declare target detection. Thus, target detection is declared 1 out of 1. Comparing
Figure 47 and Figure 48, TkBD technique shows much higher probability of detection
than a traditional, single-CPI CFAR technique for the same probability of false alarm.
Furthermore, TkBD technique can distinguish ambiguous targets, but CFAR technique
can’t. Figure 49 and Figure 50 show ROC curve results when the number of high
intensity pixels that receive birth particles is 100 and 200, respectively. If the number
of high intensity pixels that receive birth particles increases, probability of detection
increases for both adaptive and cyclical PRF while maintaining performance gap
between adaptive and cyclical PRF. Probability of false alarm also increases slightly.

Figure 47: TkBD ROC curve with high intensity pixels for birth particles 50.
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Figure 48: CFAR ROC curve with 1000 Monte Carlo simulations.

Figure 49: TkBD ROC curve with high intensity pixels for birth particles 100.
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Figure 50: TkBD ROC curve with high intensity pixels for birth particles 200.

4.5 Summary

We have presented an adaptive PRF selection technique based on entropy
computation to overcome issue of blind zones, clutter zones, and ambiguity. Multitarget track-before-detect from Chapter 3 is applied to wide range-Doppler map and
integrated with the adaptive PRF selection scheme. The analysis shows that adaptive
PRF selection with TkBD can improve detection performance as well as usage of
waveform energy and decision time.
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CHAPTER 5 – CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS

5.1 Conclusions
We have implemented cognitive radar system that exploits adaptive waveforms
and applied the adaptive waveforms for radar automatic target recognition and rangeDoppler ambiguity mitigation. In cognitive radar, radar measurements were delivered
to radar transmitter via feed-back loop and the adaptive transmitter exploits prior
knowledge of targets and the radar measurements to achieve efficient and improved
radar performance.
In ATR, we added several realistic improvements to previous work (more
realistic waveform constraints, high-fidelity target signatures, angle uncertainty,
uniform angular sector, real-world classification algorithms, and translation invariant
feature). The performance of adaptive waveforms was compared to tradition radar
waveforms (wideband waveforms) for a monostatic and MIMO radars. The results
showed that adaptive waveforms achieve about 3 ~ 5 dBW target recognition
performance improvement depending on scenario compared to traditional radar
waveforms.
In multi-target TkBD, we developed a working algorithm that does not need to
know the number of targets in the scene (previous multi-target algorithms were very
restrictive cases). The technique was applied to low SNR multi-target detection and
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tracking scenario. The performance of multi-target TkBD was compared to singletarget TkBD. The results showed that multi-target TkBD detects and tracks low SNR
multi-target, successfully.
In range-Doppler ambiguity mitigation, we added major improvement to TkBD
algorithms in handling range-Doppler ambiguities.

Low-SNR targets are tracked

through ambiguities for detection with correct parameters. We also implemented an
adaptive PRF scheme that optimizes measurement of potential targets and improves
performance. The performance of adaptive PRF selection technique was compared to
traditional radar PRF selection technique (cyclical PRF). The results showed that
adaptive PRF selection technique achieves about 10 % detection improvement
compared to cyclical PRF selection.
We have shown that cognitive radar performs efficient processing via feedback loop and shows improved performances for various radar scenarios in automatic
target recognition and range-Doppler ambiguity mitigation applications compared to
traditional radar.

5.2 Future works
In ATR, we fixed elevation angle and only allowed rotation of azimuth angle
to collect radar target signatures for simplicity of simulation.

With the target

signatures of different azimuth angles from head-on to broadside, we performed
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target recognition. In real situation, a target shows all azimuth and elevation aspect
angle change. Thus, we can collect target signatures from all azimuth and elevation
aspect angles and perform target recognition. In ATR, the interference contains only
AWGN. We can evaluate recognition performance when clutter is also considered.
In ATR, we assumed that only one true target is existed on the scene, but we can also
consider the scenario multiple true targets exist on the scene. In ATR with MIMO
radar, the monostatic target signatures we used in this simulation have no RCS
fluctuation. We can evaluate target recognition performance with RCS fluctuation
monostatic target signatures. When the goal in ATR is to classify target type only (no
target aspect angle), target variance from each target needs to be subtracted in spectral
variance function. In ATR with MIMO, we can perform target recognition with the
no target variance spectral variance function. In ATR with MIMO, we used some
basic models for the bistatic signature that were a good starting point, but that a good
future task would be to improve the accuracy of the analysis by using high-fidelity
computed bistatic target models.

In multi-target TkBD, we compared the

performance of multi-target TkBD to single-target TkBD. One of future works would
be to compare the performance of multi-target TkBD we proposed to other multitarget TkBD performance. In range-Doppler ambiguity mitigation, we considered
interference that contains AWGN and unwanted ground clutter. The clutter we
modeled was homogeneous.

One future extension would be to consider
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heterogeneous clutter scenario. In range-Doppler ambiguity mitigation , we observed
situations that particle clusters lose tracking on true target locations. We can also
improve target tracking stability.
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APPENDIX A

We perform matched filtering with radar received signal y given no target
( H 0 ) and a target ( H 1 ) exists. The H 0 and H 1 is according to

H0 : y  n
Mt

H 1 : y   tm v m  n .
m1

1. Under H 0 : Magnitude of output of matched filter z i is according to

zi | viH (y) || viH (n) | .
Then the mean and variance is
Mean: Ezi  | viH En | 0 .













E zi ziH | viH E nnH vi ||  n2 viH vi |  n2 .
Variance: E zi ziH  ( Ezi )2   n2 .
Thus, real and imaginary term has variance  2 

 n2
2

.

2. Under H 1 : Magnitude of output of matched filter z i is according to
Mt

z i | v iH ( y ) || v iH ( tm v m  n) | .
m 1
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Then the mean and variance is
Mean:
Mt


 Mt

 Mt

E z i   E | v iH (  tm v m  n) | | v iH ( E   tm v m   v iH E n) || E   tm v iH v m  ||  tm | NL
m 1


 m1

 m1

 Ptm NL .



H
i i

Ezz



Mt
 H Mt

H
 E | v i (   tm1 v m1  n) || v i (   tm 2 v m 2  n) |H 
m11
m 2 1



Mt
Mt
Mt
Mt


 E ( v iH   tm1 v m1   tm 2 v mH2 v i  v iH   tm1 v m1n H v i  v iH n   tm 2 v mH2 v i  v iH nnH v i )
m11
m 21
m11
m 21


Mt
Mt




 v iH ( E   t2m v m v mH   E nnH ) v i | E   t2m v iH v m v mH vi    n2   t2m NL   n2 .
 m1

 m1










Variance: E zi ziH  ( Ezi )2   n2 .
Thus, real and imaginary term has variance  2 

 n2
2

.
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